Rendezvous control of spacecrafts via constrained optimal control
using generating functions
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Optimal control deals with the problem of finding a control law and the corresponding state
trajectory for a given system such that a certain optimality criterion is achieved. For control of
spacecrafts, optimal control plays an important role and is often used in designing their trajectories.
There is a method called a generating function approach to solve optimal control problems which
derives a family of optimal trajectories as a function of the boundary values of the states [1]. The
authors have contributed to its extensions such as coping with nonlinear systems [2], discrete-time
systems, and proposing a new method called a double generating functions method using a pair of
generating functions to obtain accurate solutions with low computational cost.

Many practical optimal control problems require solutions to satisfy prescribed state/input
input to minimize the energy considered cost function
constraints. For instance, the maneuvering devices of spaccrafts such as thrusters and reaction
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We apply the constrained optimal control method explained 0.05
above to a spacecraft rendezvous 0.05
problem as depicted in Fig.1. Constraints are added to the velocity0 of the spacecraft so that we can 0
let it stay in a prescribed safe region. Since we need to approximate
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method let the velocity stay in the desired constrained region successfully.
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Figure 3.: Local Vertical Local Horizontal Frame.
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Figure 4.: Comparison between optimal constrained trajectories (by the developed ap
unconstrained trajectories (from [4]).

Fig.2. Trajectory of the velocity
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the example from [4]: the follower spacecraft starts from the initial posit
The relative orbit between spacecrafts can be described by the famous HCW equations [25].
along the radius 0.15 and velocities identically zero (specifically [0.15 cos θ, 0.15 sin θ,
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µ
ẍ =2ω ẏ + ω 2 (R0 + x) − 3 (R0 + x) + ux
R
µ
ÿ = − 2ω ẋ + ω 2 y − 3 y + uy
R
µ
z̈ = − 3 z + uz
R
where R = ((R0 + x)2 + y 2 + z 2 )1/2 . After nondimensionalization with reference length R0 and time

